Looking beyond
As a modern scientist, I am supposed to believe what I see with my physical eyes. . I
believe what the modern science says, because it is the essence or outcome of RE-search
findings of modern scientists in the laboratory!. The modern scientists observe through
their naked eyes what is happening in the world and try to find the reason for whatever
is happening in nature. Finally they give a name for their RE-search findings The
research is to understand what is already existing in this Universe and nothing has been
created. One of the greatest findings is the Newton’s Law of gravitational force!!!
What is gravitational force? Earth has the force to attract objects. It is because of this
force nothing floats in the air forever and we, the human beings also are grounded. Yes,
it is true and I certainly believe it. The entire world believes it. I am an anatomist
(veterinary). While i was in service in the department of Anatomy, my job was to teach
the microscopical and macroscopical structure of all systems, organs and cells in the
dead body. Research projects were also undertaken and research papers were
published. But living beings,[both human beings and animal walk on this earth. As long
as there is life, one can stand on earth and after death, though the same gravitational
force exists, dead body cannot walk. Though the dead body is still kept on earth for final
rituals, the body [not being] cannot stand. What is missing?
The answer lies in understanding the Creator’s marvellous creations. When i learnt
Reiki, an Art of healing, based on Eastern science, i learnt the existence of invisible
metaphysical body around the visible physical body.
The truth is that there is an invisible force which makes a man stand on ground. This
force is called root (invisible force extending between Mooladhara Chakra and the
Mother earth.]

What is gravitational force that binds birds, animals human beings and other natural
sources to mother earth? Unlike plants, human beings don’t have visible roots. But,
believe me, ancient philosophers, saints had knowledge about invisible force extending
between human body and earth. This metaphysical force extends between Mooladhara
chakra and mother earth. What is Mooladhara chakra? What is its role in our life?
Human body, visible to the naked eye has a metaphysical body called the ‘Aura’ in which
seven major chakras exist. The top most chakra is called ‘sahasrara’ connects one to the
cosmic energy (the air we breathe). The lower one is Mooladhara chakra. The divine
energy, an invisible force extends between Mooladhara chakra and Mother earth. This
invisible divine energy serves as the root. As long as the root exists there is life [just like

plant existing only when the root is alive.] When the root channelizes the divine energy
to Mooladhara chakra, human being is alive and for sustaining the life divine force
comes from cosmos and the energy reaches ‘Sahasrara chakra. This energy makes a
person breathe. Hence for a person to be alive he is in need of divine energy from two
sources one from Mother earth –to be alive, and another from cosmos for sustaining the
life. These two forms of energy reinforces the other five major chakras ’ - namely Ajna,
Vishudha, Anahatha, Manipura & Swadhishtana chakras,
After learning “The art of healing” (Reiki & Acupuncture) based on the principles of flow
of divine cosmic energy in human body I started looking beyond modern science. For
example: let us take the Newton’s Law. As an anatomist with knowledge & experience in
teaching and research, I know that the heart is a powerful muscular organ supplying
blood, carrying nutrients and oxygen to all the parts of the body. Heart is located almost
in the middle of the man’s body. Aorta – a large blood vessel springs from heart and its
branches reach all parts of the body including brain located above the level of the heart.
Let us apply Newton’s law in the body’s functions. A few i am illustrating
From the heart which is located in thoracic region a large blood vessel arises. Branches
of this large artery, aorta, reach all the organs in the body. Branches reach both organs
above the level of chest and below. Without the nutrients carried by blood vessels no
organ can function Brain’s function totally depends on the blood supply form heart.
Where is the brain in relation to heart? Brain is at the topmost part of our body and
above the level of heart. If Newton’s law is true and applied to the circulatory system in
human body, blood can only reach lower parts of body but how can blood, a fluid, reach
the head against gravitational force?
Similarly varicose vein is a common pathological condition. Normally veins from the
feet and legs should pump blood towards heart against gravitational force; in human
body, some veins possess valves to allow blood to move upwards. If they become weak,
venous blood stagnates resulting in varicose veins. How can we apply Newton’s law for
the movement of venous blood from the leg towards the heart against gravitational
force?
If Newton’s law is applied to the flow of venous blood from the periphery towards the
heart, there is no chance of movement of blood against gravitational force.
Now I firmly believe that modern science is strictly linked to laboratory experiments on
what is happening in the world and try to give some explanation to the society after
research, for what has already been created by the Creator. The human body with all
systems and organs functions like an automatic machine performing its duties
automatically and systematically. For this machine with all the components, to perform
efficiently, cosmic energy (the air we breathe) serves as the source. At the same time,
energy from Mother earth reaches Mooladhara chakra (invisible roots) keeps one alive.
Mooladhara Chakra is the first one to blossom i.e. in prenatal stage It is responsible for

the life of foetus. After delivery when infant starts growing it is towards sky. Again it is
against gravitational force. But there is harmony between two opposite forces in human
body. The two forces are cosmic energy [breath] and Mother earth energy for
grounding. Another unique feature is distribution of five elements [Pancha Boothas five
elements] in human body in seven major Chakras. The earth element is responsible for
activating Mooladhara Chakra. For all those created by the creator, remote control is in
God’s hands. It is definitely beyond human control. So let us not believe that we possess
the body when none of the organs within our own body are under our control. There is
something beyond human brain, to realise the mystics, great benevolence of the creator,
who has provided everything for us internally and externally. The gravitational force is
an invisible force between Mother earth and Mooladhara Chakra, the Nature’s law
defying Newton’s law..

The lesson i have learnt is that everything that happens in governed by Law of Nature
and remote control is in the Creator. .
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